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FEBRUARY 2020 TMT M&A MONTHLY BRIEFING

Regent Assay’s View of the Month
On 18 February, Australia based, The Citadel Group,
acquired UK business Wellbeing Software, for $134m.
Wellbeing is a healthcare technology provider with
expertise in the areas of radiology and maternity.
Through a suite of platforms and products, it enables
faster adoption and integration of AI in radiology
workflows, improved storage and management of
electronic health records and patient information, and
offers a maternity information system. Wellbeing
Software’s claims its solutions are used by 80% of UK
healthcare organisations. Wellbeing will be
incorporated to The Citadel Group’s healthcare
portfolio, which already serves the oncology and
pathology sectors.

In the UK mid-market, Haynes Publishing Group was
acquired by Dutch InfoPro Digital, on 13 February, for
$142m. Haynes Publishing Group, which is listed on
the LSE, specialises in the publishing of car and
motorcycle manuals and engineering how-to books.
Over the past couple years, Haynes made the
transition from being a manuals publisher to an online
provider of content and data for the automotive
industry, while keeping its distinct branding. This
strategy seemed to have payed off with InfoPro’s
acquisition valuing the group at 19x its latest EBITDA.

On 3 February, French payments processing company,
Worldline, acquired its domestic rival, Ingenico, for
$8.6 billion. Ingenico provides omnichannel payment
solutions, including PoS terminals and modules, and
offers integration services of payment software.
Ingenico has developed an innovative open payment
solution for transport, OP2GO, which is composed of
payment terminals and readers deigned for the
transport industry. The announcement claimed that
the new entity would become the number four player
in the global payments services market. This
acquisition follows Mastercard’s buyout of Nets back in
August, and is in line with the general trend of
consolidation which has been characteristic of the
industry in recent months.

American private equity house, Bain Capital, acquired
a controlling stake in Italian IT services provider,
Engineering Ingegneria Informatica, on 5 February,
for $1.8 billion. Founded in 1980, Engineering
specialises in software and digital platform
development for the public and private sector,
covering a broad range of industries such as energy &
utilities, agriculture, media and retail & fashion. The
group employs over 10,000 people and had 2019
revenue of $1.4 billion. Private equity houses Apax
Partners and Neuberger Berman sold their respective
participations in the company.

There was a slight slowdown in the number of deals amongst
European TMT companies this month. Transactions were
down by 12%, to 291, the lowest figure since August, while
aggregate deal value dropped by 7%, to reach $23 bn. On
the other hand, valuation multiples were both up. The fact
that the P/EBITDA multiple recovered to a more conventional
ratio of 10.8 would suggest that last month’s drop was more
of a one-off event rather than the beginning of a downward
trend. The P/S multiples recorded its second month of
consecutive growth, increasing from 1.67 to 1.81.
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